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Four companion stories set in the world of the bestselling YA dystopian romance series, The

Breeders, including one completely new story Plan B, Part Two. It is the sixth book written but can

be read anywhere in the series.Nessa: Eighteen-year-old Nessa knows what itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s like to be

an endangered species. Growing up in a dying world where nine out of ten babies are born male,

she survives by trusting no one. When Marlin, the nineteen-year-old gunslinger with the sky-blue

eyes, kills the man who has been keeping her enslaved, Nessa decides this handsome stranger

might be her meal ticket. What she doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t realize is love is still possible, even in their

decimated world. When Nessa discovers sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s pregnant with MarlinÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s child, her

difficult life now teeters on a knifeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s edge. Clay: When Clay's younger brother is killed,

everyone thinks ClayÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s to blame. His father wonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t look at him, the hired guns

donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t respect him, and Clay canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t live with himself. A dangerous mission presents

itself, and Clay jumps at the opportunity, knowing it might be his only chance to win PaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

favor. But the jobÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s so dangerous even Pa wonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t ride along. Can Clay prove

himself and earn his guns before someone puts a bullet between his eyes?Plan B: When Nolan is

selected as one of few candidates lucky enough to work in the Breeders' hospital, he thinks all his

troubles are over. Now he can afford precious medicine to save his ailing father. HeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

heard of the BreedersÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ cruelty, of their inhuman experiments, but heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s sure

theyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re all lies. Then he stumbles into the Plan B room and learns how truly awful the

Breeders can be. Plan B, Part Two: With the rescue mission complete, Nolan finds himself on the

road with Kindy, the girl from the Plan B room. But she is not at all what he expected.
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Excellent read. Love these books!

REVIEWI purchased this book collection even though I had previously read all the other novellas

except Plan B part two. Yep! That how addictive and how much ?i love this book series. If you love

the post apocalyptic, and dystopian genres this series is a must read for you!I guess the easiest

wait to review this collection is to add my previous reviews of the individual novellas then add the

Plan B part two review. But first I have to say, I love the cover, it really pulls the series together and

it portrays the feel of the books very well. The whole thing of the woman on the cover being trapped,

yet peering out of a broken windowNessaLets just say that Nessa hasnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t had a

great start in life, then when Marlin comes along she doesnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t know whether to trust

this handsome rugged guy or maybe try and use him to stay away from the Breeders. Maybe this

guy Marlin can protect her, he is a pretty good shot with a gun.All seems to be going well, hiding out

form the Breeders, kept safe by Marlin, al be it in a strange and not so nice place to be staying.

Then Nessa finds out she is pregnant. . . will Marlin want a baby? What if he

doesnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t will he sell her to the Breeders? How can she run from the Breeders when

she is physically too big to run?This short novella is written in the same well written style and fast

pace as the book The Breeders. I loved it. Without giving spoilers its difficult to explain the other

reason I loved it, Mmm lets just say you learn more about two characters who are in The Breeders

in this novella and lots of questions are answered as well as you being given the reasons for their

maybe strange actions in The Breeders. You definitely need to read The Breeders first and then this

novella. Reading the novella would give you too much knowledge when you got to a certain part in

The Breeders when you ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“meetÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• Nessa.ClayThis novella as you will



guess from it's name is all about Clay. We meet Clay as a younger boy, and learn more about what

made him the way he is. We witness the whole incident where Clay and his younger brother Cole,

went out and sadly Cole never made it back. It's the incident that certainly still haunts Clay

throughout this series. Marlin Tate makes it well known to anyone and everyone around You also

get a closer look at Clay and His father Marlin's relationship. The way Marlin belittle's his son for

learning to read, to the point of sadistically stepping and crunching Clay's hard sought after glasses.

Marlin call's him sissy boy, pansy-arsed and a four eyed freak! what Clay has to do to be accepted

by his fathers men. I loved the luxury of the closer look at Clay, his character and what has made

him the person he is now. When reading this novella, the reader learns where Clay developed his

protective streak, how he attempted to shield the housekeeper Martha from his father's drunken

rages, often putting himself in the eye of the target to deflect his fathers vengeance.I really enjoyed

reading more about Clay, the novella explains quite a lot, especially how and why he slowly coaxed

Riley into trusting him. Though I have to admit to already having a soft spot for Clay's character.Plan

B part oneThe main characters in this novella are Nolan a young man who unusually (in this

societies present state is hardly ever heard of) is still living with his ailing father. The illness Nolan's

father is suffering from is "wet lung" which is basically a death sentence for the sufferer. Nolan's

father is in fact only 42 years old, but thanks to the hard lives people now live he looks nearer to 62

years old! Nolan thinks, if only he can get a decent, stable job, he will be able to afford better food

for both himself and his father and perhaps with the extra money he could maybe buy medicine for

his father too. The other idea Nolan has that if he gets a job working for the Breeders at their

hospital, maybe they will know and give him a cure for his father. This is why Nolan and his father

are standing in line waiting to be allowed into the courtyard of the Breeders hospital.One one hand

Nolan is praying and wishing to be chosen to work here but on the other hand he is petrified by the

thought of working for the Breeders. Nolan has heard many horror stories about the Breeders from

"they eat babies" to "they suck the marrow outta the bones" etc etc. The hospital is a symbol of

prosperity, possible comfort and yet also a symbol to be afraid of.A woman appears in the courtyard

which is an highly unusual sight. Free women are extremely rare, in fact for the majority of the

males gathered in the courtyard this woman in front of them is the only one they have ever seen!

This woman has a guard with a gun, to each side of her, presumably for protection, but this is no

weak, fragile woman. The woman is wearing red high heeled shoes, and is dressed in a blood red

suit and matching finger nails too. The woman's auburn hair is severely slicked back and fastened

with a clip in the shape of the Breeders Logo, the very same one all breeder girls and women are

tattooed with. The woman's eyes are ice cold blue and are already calculating the scene and people



around her. The woman announces there are just three vacancies available, she orders the crowd

to line up in an orderly fashion, and kind of like little sheep, they follow her orders. It is almost an

hour after the interview process begins that Nolan is in front of the powerful woman he now knows

as Dr Vandewater. Two of the job vacancies have been filled. Two men have been given a golden

ticket each, meaning there is only one golden ticket left. Nolan sort of gets through the interview in a

muddled dazed state and is a mixture of surprised and shocked when he is given the third and final

golden ticket! Though Nolan is grateful for the ticket he cannot stop himself asking Why him? Dr

Vandewater answers him by saying she likes an "employee that has something to lose". In other

words Dr Vandewater has already worked out that Nolan's father is his weakness.It's whilst working

as a cleaner in the hospital facility that Nolan discovers the room that houses the girls and women

on Plan B. Can he learn to ignore the fact these girls/women are humans and turn a blind eye as his

supervisor seems to have done with no trouble? Sadly Nolan discovers that his supervisor, Samuel

is in fact smoking himself to his own death with devils spine in an attempt to forget what he has

seen happening in the hospital he now also works in. Whilst all this is going on at work, Nolan is still

feeling the pressure to save enough money/slips to purchase a possible cure for his father, who's

health is rapidly deteriorating even more. Nolan wants to keep his father alive, prevent Samuel from

smoking himself to death with devils spine and finally help the Plan B room girl he seems to have

fallen in love with. Sadly Nolan soon learns he cannot get everything or fix everything in his life and

his surroundings. Nolan ends up on the run from the Breeders like many of the characters are doing

in this fantastic series, when he goes along with Samuel's plan and selfless actions.This novella

really takes you through a whole range of emotions, from pride about the relationship Nolan has

with his father and the love they share, that is strong despite the wilderness they are now having to

fight to survive in. Then there's the complex character of Samuel, who initially seems to be hard

heated at the plight of the those in the Plan B room, he seems brusque with Nolan until he learns

Nolan has seen inside the Plan B room. Samuel then tries to distract and reason with Nolan that

there is nothing to be done. Though later it is a plan formed by Samuel that sets not just Nolan on

his way to the possibility of freedom and a new life. The negative emotions you go through are the

shock, horror, repulsion and disgust at what the Breeders and Dr Vandewater are up to in their

hospital facility.Plan B part twoSo this novella basically picks up from where Plan B part one

finished. Nolan is still stunned about the loss of someone else he cared deeply about. Nolan still

refers to the pregnant girl he managed to rescue as Angel. However he soon finds out she is far

from an Angel and is in fact called Kindy. Kindy didn't particularly want to be rescued, she wanted to

find her mum who was also sent to Plan B before she was. The laboratory technicians in Plan B are



trying to ensure more females are born to keep the human race going. Kindy has been told her baby

is dead and I think that is why she just wants to drink herself into oblivion. Nolan tries his best to

look after her but she continues to find fault with everything he does. Kindy doesn't think Nolan is

old enough or tough enough to take care of her. I guess she has a point as Nolan has had a

somewhat sheltered life experience in comparison to the usual men she has come across.As

females are so rare its no surprise when Kindy becomes separated from Nolan, she ends up being

kidnapped. Then she goes through the pain giving birth to her baby. Can Nolan rescue Kindy and

her baby? Or are they destined to be sold and used by the highest bidder.I really enjoyed reading

these Breeders Stories. They explain and give more background to the titles I have read in the

series so far. I'm sure they will become even more relevant as I continue to read through this great

series.

This is one of my favorite dystopian novels to date! I love the breeders series by Katie French, in

each novel you find more dark minded people who survive off of the kidnapping and torture of

young girls in a twisted world where hospitals are packed with young women forced to have babies

to keep up the population. Riley is the main character and goes through many rough roads just

trying to survive, in this dark and twisted tale you will find hatred, fear, prejudice and just a sprinkling

of love that will give you hope for this crazy world!

I have read every one of Katie French's novels. She is one of a few authors that never loses her

mojo and never lets me down. I wasn't really a fan of dystopian novels until I started reading the first

book in The Breeders series. And then, the next and the next and now, these short stories continue

to verify that as long as this author keeps writing, I'll keep reading.The characters are

multidimensional and draw me into the story deeper and deeper with their emotional stories. Each

plot is developed so well that it feels as if they are real life scenarios, but hey... they could be one

day.I'm happy to be on French's email list as I find out early on when the next book is coming out

and I can pick up where I left off.

I have read the rest of The Breeder stories and enjoyed them - this is a collection of short stories set

in that world.Years in the future, we have polluted our world and female babies are rarely born. The

Breeders are trying to scientifically produce female babies - but they capture or buy fertile woman to

do so, and hold them against their will. Chilling! It's a very rough dangerous world.



Read (at least some of) The Breeders books before this one because this set of stories provides

insight into Nessa and Clay, but it would be helpful to know them in the current context of the overall

story first . And the Plan B stories show how society has accepted what the Breeders do as

necessary. I enjoyed the continuation of Plan B and I am curious if we will get to find out what

happens to those characters. I always look forward to Katie French's books and short stories. There

is a lot of depth to her dystopia and I love reading about it!

I love this series. There are snippets of hope woven within the danger and sometimes heartbreak. I

especially loved reading Nessa's backstory. It explains so much of why she is the person she is

now. I can't wait for the next story in the series and I hope to read more about Nolan and the Plan B

story as well. My favorite thing about this series is the twists and turns that I never saw coming - I

love when an author can keep me on my toes and this series does that!

Breeders Stories was intense. I liked learning more about the Sheriff's son. He's always been an

intriguing character in all of the books. As for overall impression, I felt it went a little slow.

Sometimes stuck on one situation longer than necessary. I did enjoy it.
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